
A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the 
preparation of this buying guide. We apologize 
for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, 
errors and omissions in this buying guide. 

Not all products may be available in all stores. 
See what is available at your local store by  
visiting IKEA-USA.com. For more detailed 
product information, see the price tag or  
visit IKEA-USA.com. All products shown  
require assembly. All textiles shown are imported.

Speakers to create atmosphere at home, in every room.
The SYMFONISK speakers are a collaboration between IKEA and 
Sonos, so it easily integrates with other products from Sonos. You can 
stream music, podcasts and radio via WiFi without interruptions from 
phone calls or notifications. The music keeps playing even when your 
phone or tablet is not nearby. Control each speaker individually to 
play music in one room and an audiobook in another, or group them 
and play the same sound throughout your home. 

Stream via WiFi. SYMFONISK is 
part of the Sonos wireless sound 
system that fills as many rooms as 
you want with great sound
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GOOD TO KNOW

Why WiFi?
WiFi streams from your network instead of your phone or  
tablet so you can enjoy music, podcasts and radio without  
interruptions from phone calls or notifications. WiFi speakers 
are perfect for a multi-room sound experience.

Apple AirPlay 2
Compatible with AirPlay 2 so you can stream audio directly  
from your Apple devices.

Stereo sound
Both the table lamp and bookshelf speakers give amazing 
mono sound. If you want even more detailed sound, get two 
identical speakers, such as two WiFi bookshelf speakers, and 
set them up as a stereo pair. Stereo paired speakers can be in 
different colors. 

The services for streaming music vary between different regions, information about 
your region can be found on the Sonos website. 
To control this AirPlay 2-enabled speaker, iOS 11.4 or later is required. Apple and 
AirPlay are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the USA and other countries.

Sonos app
Control the SYMFONISK 
speakers with the Sonos app.



On/off light. If you would simply like to turn the light on and
off press the button on the front of the SYMFONISK speaker  
lamp base. Complement with a shade and RYET bulb. 

SYMFONISK Table lamp with WiFi speaker, Black 404.873.01 1 pc
or
SYMFONISK Table lamp with WiFi speaker, White 304.873.11 1 pc
Complete with 
SYMFONISK Speaker base shade, Black textile 804.947.57 1 pc
or
SYMFONISK Speaker base shade, White textile 504.947.54 1 pc

Speaker as a shelf. Use the SYMFONISK WiFi bookshelf speaker 
as a shelf or, for example, a nightstand by mounting it on the 
wall with the SYMFONISK speaker bracket. The bracket includes 
a handy silicone mat to reduce vibrations and help keep your 
things in place on the speaker/shelf while playing music. Max 
load 6.5 lbs depending on type of wall and fastening.

SYMFONISK WiFi bookshelf speaker, Black 205.065.84 1 pc  
SYMFONISK Speaker wall bracket, Black 104.381.71 1 pc  
or 
SYMFONISK WiFi bookshelf speaker, White 405.065.97 1 pc  
SYMFONISK Speaker wall bracket, White 104.609.30 1 pc  

Hang your speaker on a kitchen rail. Hang the 
SYMFONISK WiFi bookshelf speaker on a KUNGSFORS 
kitchen rail, saving precious space on your countertop. 
The SYMFONISK speaker hooks have a soft damping 
material so it reduces rattling when hung on a rail.

SYMFONISK WiFi bookshelf speaker, Black 205.065.84 1 pc  
SYMFONISK Speaker hook, Black 504.443.25 1 pc  
or 
SYMFONISK WiFi bookshelf speaker, White 405.065.97 1 pc  
SYMFONISK Speaker hook, White 204.940.67 1 pc  

Complete with 

KUNGSFORS Rail, L22", Stainless steel 403.349.16 1 pc  

Dimmable light with different color temperatures.  
To change the intensity and color temperature of the light in  
the SYMFONISK table lamp with WiFi speaker, add a shade, 
TRÅDFRI bulb and remote control to your purchase.

SYMFONISK Table lamp with WiFi speaker, Black 404.873.01 1 pc  
or
SYMFONISK Table lamp with WiFi speaker, White 304.873.11 1 pc  
Complete with
SYMFONISK Speaker base shade, Black glass 904.947.47 1 pc  
or
SYMFONISK Speaker base shade, White glass 304.947.50 1 pc  

TRÅDFRI Remote control 004.431.30 1 pc

COMBINATIONS
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SYMFONISK Picture frame speaker with WiFi  
WiFi speaker and a picture frame in one makes the sound 
blend into the home. Choose from various interchangeable 
fronts, hang SYMFONISK on the wall or put it on the floor. 
Then enjoy fantastic sound. Works with IKEA Home smart. 
You control the speaker with the Sonos app. 
Black 404.873.20  
White 504.873.29  

SYMFONISK Speaker lamp base with WiFi  
Speaker and lamp in one, so that your technology blends 
into your home. Also helps you save space, for example on 
a bedside table or side table, while providing a rich sound 
that fills the entire room.
Black 404.873.01  
White 304.873.11  

SYMFONISK Shade for speaker lamp  
Choose between a white or black glass or textile lamp shade 
to complete your SYMFONISK speaker lamp base with WiFi. 
You get a soft, cozy,  atmosphere in your home no matter 
which shade you chose to complement your SYMFONISK 
speaker lamp base with.

Textile shades
Black 804.947.57  
White 504.947.54  

Glass shades
Black 904.947.47  
White 304.947.50  

 SYMFONISK WiFi bookshelf speaker Place the speaker 
horizontally or vertically, or mount it on the wall to use as a 
practical shelf. Also helps you to use your space optimally, 
while providing a rich sound that fills the entire room.
Black 205.065.84  
White 405.065.97  

SYMFONISK Front for bookshelf speaker  
Colorful front to make your SYMFONISK WiFi bookshelf 
speaker even funkier. 
Red 805.198.28  

SYMFONISK Power cord  
If the included power cord with your SYMFONISK speaker is 
too short, this extra-long 11’6” version is available. A durable 
textile surface makes the cable both decorative and durable

Textile/black    904.923.24   

Textile/white 104.923.37  

SYMFONISK Wall bracket, adjustable.  
With this wall bracket you can mount SYMFONISK bookshelf 
speaker on all flat wall surfaces in the home. The bracket is 
adjustable so you can direct the speaker where you like and 
fill the room with sound. 
Black 605.087.17  
White 204.940.67  

SYMFONISK Speaker wall bracket  
Hang SYMFONISK WiFi bookshelf speaker on the wall to 
save space at home. With this wall bracket you can easily 
mount the speaker on the wall — and with the included 
silicone mat you can use it as a practical shelf. Max load  
6.5 lbs depending on type of wall and fastening.
Black 104.381.71  
White 104.609.30  

SYMFONISK Speaker hook  
Hang SYMFONISK WiFi bookshelf speaker on the wall to 
save space in your kitchen. With this speaker hook you can 
easily Hang it on a rail like KUNGSFORS or FINTORP – saving 
precious space on your countertop.

Black 504.443.25 
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SYMFONISK Sound remote
Put on the right tune for all occasions – from the kitchen, 
bedroom or wherever you are at home. With this sound 
remote, you control SYMFONISK speaker and other Sonos 
speakers from the entire home. Complete with TRÅDFRI 
gateway, sold separately.
Black 104.338.47
White 203.704.82 

TRÅDFRI Gateway  
Together with TRÅDFRI gateway and IKEA Home smart app, 
SYMFONISK sound remote provides quick and convenient 
control of SYMFONISK speakers and other Sonos speakers. 
Play/pause, next/previous and volume control with the 
touch of a button. 
White 003.378.13

SYMFONISK Bookshelf speaker floor stand  
This floor stand allows you to place SYMFONISK bookshelf 
speaker wherever you like, without needing to drill holes. 
Perfect for rear speakers in a home theater system. For 
extra flexibility, complete with SYMFONISK power cable, 11'. 
H46".
Black 604.947.44
White 505.015.18

ALL THE PARTS


